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Sir W.  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 511 

The bitartrate of ammonia may be readily made by dissol- 
ving tartaric acid in water, saturating one-half of the solution 
with ammonia or its carbonate, and adding to this the remain- 
ing half of the liquid tartaric acid ; the bitartrate of ammonia 
immediately precipitates. 

For pyrotechnical purposes, the chlorates of baryta, stron- 
tie, lead, &c. may be made without alcohol. With combus- 
tibles containing hydrogen, the chlorate of baryta produces a 
green flame of surpassing brilliancy; and the chlorate of 
strontia, although somewhat deliquescent, is much superior as 
a crimson to the nitrate of that earth. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

Byker Bar, Neweastle-on-Tyne, LEwls THOMPSON. 
October 14, 1847. 

L X X V ,  On Quaternions ; or on a New 83tstem of lmaglnaries 
in Algebra. B.V Sir WILLIA~ ROWAN HAMILTON, LL.D.,  
F.P.R.LA., F.R.A.S., Corresponding Member of the Insti- 
tute of  France, dye., Andrews' Professor of  Astronomy in the 
University of Dublin, and Royal Astronomer of Ireland. 

[Continued from p. 293.] 
51. " I T  has been shown* that if the two symbols ,, n denote 

1 certain constant vectors, perpendicular to the two 
cyclic planes of an ellipsoid, and if V',, denote two other and 
variable vectors, of which the former is normal to the ellipsoid 
at any proposed point upon its surface, while the latter is tan- 
gcntial to a line of curvature at that point, then the directions 
of these four vectors t, x, v, r are so related to each other as to 
~atisfy the condition t 

S.vrJr×=0 (49.)~ article ¢7 ; 

S being the characteristic of the operation of  taking the scalar 
part o f a  quaternion. And because the two latter of these 
four directions, namely the directions of the normal and tan- 
gential vectors v and r, are always perpendicular to each other~ 
this additional equation has been seen to hold good : 

S.vr--0 (36.), article 45. 
Retaining the same significations of the symbols, and carrying 
forward for convenience the recent numbering of the formulm~ 

• See the Philosophical Magazine for October 1847; or Proceedings of 
the Royal Irish Academy for July 1846. 

t Inadvertently transcribed as S. vrtr*=O, towards the end of tile last 
communication to this Magazine: but correctly printed in the formula 
(49.) here referred to. 
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511~ Sir W.  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 

it is now proposed to point out some of the modes ofcombining, 
transforming, and interpreting the system of these two equa- 
tions, consistently with tile principles and rules of the Calculus 
of Quaternions, fi'om which the equations themselves have been 
derived. 

52. Whatever two vectors may be denoted by J and "r, the 
ternary product r~" is always a vector form, because (by 
article 20) its scalar part is zero; and on the other band the 
square T ~ is a pure scalar : therefore we may always write 

r,T = t~T ~, ~'J = e'*, . . . . .  (52.) 

where/~ is a new vector, expressible in terms of~ and ~-as 
follows : 

~=~,r -I ; . . . . . . .  (53.) 

so that it is, in general, by the principles of articles 40, 41, 
42, 43, the re~exion of the vector,  with respect to the vector 
~r, and that thus the direction of r is exactly intermediate be- 
tween the directions of~ and tz. In the present question, this 
new vector ~, defined by the equation (53.), may therefore 
represent the reflexion of the first cyclic normal s, with re- 
spect to any reflecting line which is parallel to the vector r, 
which latter vector is tangential to one of the curves of  cur- 
vature on the ellipsoid. Substituting for rJr its value (52.), in 
the lately cited equation (49.), and suppressing the scalar 
factor r 2, we find this new equation : 

s . ~ = 0 ;  . . . . . . .  (54.) 

which, in virtue of the general equation ofcoTlanarity assigned 
in the 21st article (Phil. Mug. for July 1846), expresses that 
the reflected vector /z, the normal vector v, and the second 
cyclic normal x, are parallel to one common plane. This result 
gives already a characteristical geometric property of the lines 
of curvature on an ellipsoid, from which the directions of those 
curved lines, or of their tangents (r), can generally be assigned, 
at any given point upon the surface, when the direction of the 
normal (v) at that point, and those of the two cyclic normals 
(~ and x), are known. For it shows that ifa straight line/z be 
found, in any plane parallel to the given lines v and x, such 
that the bisector r of the angle between this line/x and a line 
parallel to the other given line ~ shall be perpendicular to the 
given line v, then this bisecting line -r will have the sought 
direction of a tangent to a line of curvature. But it is pos- 
sible to deduce a geometrical determination, or construction, 
more simple and direct than this, by carrying the calculation 
a little further. 
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Sir W.  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 513 

5:3. The equation (52.) gives 

0 , + , ) ~ = ~ , + , ~ = v - ' o ,  . . . (55 . )  

this |ast symbol V-~0 denoting generally any quaternion of 
which the vector part vanishes; that is any pure scalar, or in 
other words any real number, whether positive or negative or 
null. Hence t~+J and r denote, ill the present question, two 
coincident or parallel vectors, of which the directions are 
either exactly similar or else exactly opposite to each other ; 
since if they were inclined at any actual angle, whether acute 
or right or obtuse, their product would be a quaternion, of 
which the vector part would not be equal to zero. Accord- 
ingly the expression (513.) gives this equation between tensors, 

Tt~ = T , ;  . . . . . . .  (56.) 

so that the symbols/~ and i denote here two equally long 
straight lines ; and therefore one diagonal o£ the equilateral 
parallelogram (or rhombus) which is constructed with those 
lines for two adjacent sides bisects the angle between them. 
But by the last article, this bisector has the direction of v (or 
of  --~) ; and by one of those fimdamental principles of the 
geometrical interpretation of symbols, which are common to 
the calculus of quateruions and to several earlier and some 
later systems, the symbol ~ + i  denotes generally the interme- 
diate diagonal of a parallelogram constructed with the lines 
denoted by t~ and ~ for two adjacent sides: we might there- 
fore in this way also have seen that the vector /x+~ has, in 
the present question, the direction of +7. This vector g.+~ is 
therefore perpendicular to v, and we have the equation 

o = S . y ( g . + , ) ,  or  S . ~ g . = - S . ~ , . .  . ( 57 . )  

But by (56.), and by the general rule for the tensor of a pro- 
duct (see art. 20), we have also 

T . v / ~ = T .  v,; . . . . . .  (58.) 

and in general (by art. 19), the square of the tensor of  a qua- 
ternion is equal to the square of the scalar part, minus the 
square of the vector part of that quaternion; or in symbols 
(Phil. Mag., July 1846), 

( T Q ) e =  (SQ)~-(VQ)% 

Hence the two quaternions v/~ and vl, since they have equal 
tensors and opposite scalar parts, must have the squares of 
their vector parts equal, and those vector parts themselves 
must have their tensors equal to each other; that is, we may 
write 

(V.~t~)~=(V.v,) ~, TV.vt~=TV.v, :  (59.) 
Phil.  Mag.  S. 3. No. 211. Suppl. Vol. 31. 2 L 
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514 Sir W .  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 

and may regard these two vector parts of these two quater- 
nions, or of the products vW and w, as denoting two equally 
long straight lines. Consequently the vector +vT, which has 
the direction of the line represented by the pure vector pro- 
duct ~(p.+J), or bv the sum V.v~.+V:vJ of two equally tong 
vectors, has at the same time the direction of the sum of the 
two corresponding versors of those vectors, or that of the sum 
of their vector-units; so that we may write the equation 

tyT= UV.  v ~ +  UV.~,,  . . . . .  (60.) 
where U is (as in art. 19) the characteristic of the operation 
of taking the versor o f a  quaternion, or of a vector; and t is 
a scalar coefficient. Again, the equation 0 = S . v ~ x ,  (54.), 
which expresses that the three vectors v, be, g are coplanar, 
shows also that the two vectors V. ~/~ and V. vx are parallel to 
each other, as being both perpendicular to that common plane 
to which v, ~, and x are parallel; hence we have the following 
equation between two versors of vectors, or between two vec- 
tor-units, 

U V . v ~ - -  + U V .  w ;  . . . .  (61.) 
and therefore instead of the formula (60.) we'may write 

t T ~ y - I U V .  FJ'~-y-I(IV.  yg . . . . .  (6~.) 
In this expression for a vector ~ouching a line of curvature, or 
parallel to such a tangent, the two terms connected by the 
sign __+ are easily seen to denote (on the principles of the 
present calculus) two equally long vectors, in the directions 
respectively of the projections of the two cyclic normals ~ and 
g on a plane perpendicular to v; that is, on the tangent plane 
to the ellipsoid at the proposed point, or on any plane parallel 
thereto. I f  then we draw two straight lines through the point 
of contact, bisecting the acute and obtuse angles which will in 
general be tbrmed at that point by the projections on the tan- 
gent plane of two indefinite lines drawn through the same 
point in the directions of the two cyclic normals, or in direc- 
tions perpendicular to the two planes of circular section of the 
surface, the t~o rectangular bisectors o f  angles, so obtained, ~ill 
be the tangents to the two lines o f  curvature : which very simple 
construction, agrees perfectly with known geometrical results, 
as will be more clearly seen, when it is slightly transformed as 
follows. 

54. I f  we multiply either of the two tangential vectors ~" by 
the normal vector v, the product of these two rectangular vec- 
tors will be, by one of the fundamental and peculiar* prlncl- 

See the author's Letter of October 17, 1843, to John T. (]raves, Esq.j 
~)rinted in the Supplementary Number of the Philosophical Magazine for 

eeember 1844 : in which Letter, the three fimdamental symbols i, j, l~ 
were what it has been since proposed to name dffection-unit~. 
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Sir W .  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 515 

pies of  the calculus of quaternions, a third vector rectangular 
to both ; we shall therefore only pass by this multiplication, 
so far as direclions are concerned, fi'om one to the other of the 
tangents of the two lines of curvature: consequently we may 
omit the factor v -1 in the second member of (62.), at least if 
we change (for greater facility of comparison of the results 
among themselves) the ambiguous sign + to its opposite. 
W e  may also suppress the scalar coefficient-t, if  we only wish 
to form an expression for a line r which shall have tile required 
direction of a tangent, without obliging the length of this line 
r to take any previously chosen value. The  formula for the 
system of the two tangents to the two lines of curvature thus 
takes the simplified form : 

r = U V .  vJ T U V .  , ,  ; . . . . .  ( 6 3 . )  

in which the two terms connected by the sign -T- are two vec- 
tor-units, in the respective directions of the traces of the two 
cyclic planes upon the tangent plane. The  tangents to the 
two lines of curvature at any point of the surface of an ellipsoid 
(and the same result holds good also for other sm'faces of the 
second order), are therefore parallel to the two rectangular 
straight lines which bisect the angles between those traces ; or 
they are themselves the bisectors of the angles made at the 
point of  contact by ttm traces of planes parallel to the two 
cyclic planes. The  discovery of this remarkable geometrical 
theorem appears to be due to M. Chasles. It  is only brought 
forward here for the sake of the process by which it has been 
above deduced (and by which tile writer was in fact led to 
perceive the theorem before he was aware that it was already 
known), through an application of the method of quaternions~ 
and as a corollal~ from the geometrical construction of the 
ellipsoid itself to which that method conducted him*. For  
tbat new geometrical construction has been shown (in a recent 
Number of this Magazine) to admit of being easily retranslated 
into that qnaternion form of the e~uationt of the e]lipsoid~ 
namely 

T(Jp + p~) -- x 2 -  J~, equation (9.), art. (38.), 

as an inter2retation of which equation it had been assigned by 
the present writer; and then a general method for investiga- 
t ingby  quaternions the directions of the lines of curvature on 
any curved surface whatever, conducts, as has been shown (in 

* See the Numbers of the Philosophical Magazine for June, Septembe6 
and October 1847; or the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy for 
July 1846. 

t Another very simple construction, derived from the same quaternion 
equation, and serving to generate, by a moving sphere, a system of two 
reciprocal ellipsoids, will be given in an early Number of this Magazine. 

2 L 2  
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516 Sir W'. Rowan Hamilton on Quaternlons. 

articles46 and 47), tothe equation of those lines for the ellipsoid, 
S .  mTx--0  (49.) ; 

from which, when combined with the general equation S.vT=0, 
the formula (6S.) has been deduced, and geometrically inter- 
preted as above. 

55. Another mode of investigating generally the directions of 
those tangential vectors ~- which satisfy the system of the two 
conditions in art. 51, may be derived ti'om observing that 
those conditions fail to distinguish one such tangential vector 
from another in each of the two eases where the variable nor- 
real v coincides in direction with either of the two fixed cyclic 
normals, 4 and x; that is, at the four umbilical points of the 
ellipsoid, as might have been expected fi'om the known pro- 
perties of that surface. In fact if we suppose 

v = m  b S.~r=O,  . . . (64.) 
where m is a scalar coefficient, that is if we attend to either of 
those two opposite umbilics at which v has the direction of ~, 
we find the value 

. . . . .  (65.) 
which is here a vector-form, because by (64.) the product Jr 
denotes in this case a pure vector, so that its square (like that 
o f  every other vector in this theory) will be a negative scalar, by 
one of the fundamental and peculiar* principles of the present 
calculus ; the scalar part of the product yrn'x therefore varnishes, 
or the condition (49.) is satisfied by the suppositions (64.). 
Again, if we suppose 

y=m'g ,  . . . . . . .  (66.) 
m t being another scalar coefficient, that is if we consider either 
of those two other opposite umbilics at which v has the direc- 
tion of x, we are conducted to this other expression, 

V'gJl"X~---mtgT~Tg; . . . .  (67.) 
which also is a vector-form, by the principles of the 20th 
article. In this manner we may be led to see that if in general 
we decompose, by orthogonal projections, each of the two 
cyclic normals, J and x, into two partial or component vectors, 
d, d, and a I, ~", of which jt and s t shall be tangential to the 
surface, or perpendicular to the variable normal v, but d and 
a" parallel to that normal, in such a manner as to satisfy the 
two sets of equations, 

J = ? + d ;  S . ? ~ = O ;  V. dv=O; "1. (68.) 
x--x'+~"; S.x'v=O; V.x"v=O; f " 

I 

* See the attthor's letter of October I7, 1843, already cited in a note to 
article fi4. 
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Sir W.  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 517 

then, on substituting these values for ~ and x in the condition 
(~9.), or in the equation 0 = S .  vrLrx, the terms involving d 
and x It will vanish of themselves, and the equatiou to be satis- 
fied will become 

O = S .  vrJtvxt; . . . . . .  (69.) 

which is thus far a simplified form of the equation (¢9.), that 
three of the four directions to be compared (namely those of 
d, x I, and ~') are now parallel to one common plane, namely to 
the plane which touches the ellipsoid at the proposed point, 
and to which the fourth direction (that of y) is perpendicular. 
Decomposing the two quaternion products, r~ I and ~'x t, into 
their respective scalar and vector parts, by the general formulae, 

~-,' = S .  ~-,' + V. , - , ' ;  -~  . . . . .  (70.) 
r~' = S. "rx' + V. ca'; J 

and observing that the vectors V. r / a n d  V. rx I both represent 
lines parallel to v, because v is perpendicular to the common 
plane of r,d, xr; so that the three tbllowing binary products, 
V.r/.V. rx t, vV. rJ I, vV. rx I, are in the present question scalars ; 
we find that we may write 

S. vr,q-x I = vS. ~-/.V. rx w + vV. r, I. S.r~ r . ( 71.) 

Hence the equation (69.) or (¢9.) reduces itself, after being 
multiplied by v -~, to the form 

S.rJt.V.r~l + V . rJ .S . rx t=O;  . . . .  (720 
which gives, in general, by the rules of the present calculus, 

V . / r  V.rx ~ 
S .  ,'~" = ~ ;  . . . . . .  (73.)  

and by another transformation, 
V °  |]'1 "-1 Vo gt'l "-1 

[ ~  = - -  S .  ~ q ' - ]  ; . . . . .  ( 7 4 . )  

which may perhaps be not inconveniently written also thus: 

V ,I V ~1 
S "  r - ' - - S ' "  r ' . . . . . .  (75.) 

in using which abridged notation, we must be careful to re- 

member, respecting the characteristie S '  of which the etfeet 

is to form or to denote the quotient of  the vector part divided 
by the scalar part of any quaternion expression to which it is 
prefixed, that this new characteristic of  operation is not (like S 
and V themselves) distributive relatively to the operand. The 
vector denoted by the first member of (7¢.)or of(75.) is a line 
perpendicular to the plane of d and r, that is to the tangent 
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518 Sir W.  Rowan Hamilton on Quaternions. 

plane of  the ellipsoid; and its length is the trigonometric 
tangent of the angle of rotation in that plane from the direction 
of the line r to that of the l ine/ ;  while a similar interpretation 
applies to the second member of either of the same two equa- 
tions, the sign -- in that second member signifying here that 
the two equally long angular motions, or rotations, from T to 
/,  and from ~- to x t, are performed in opposite directions. 
Thus the vector r, which touches a line ofeurvature, coincides 
in direction with the bisector of the angle in the tangent plane 
between the projections, ,I and x r, of  the cyclie normals there- 
upon;  o1" with that other line, at right angles to this last bi- 
sector, which bisects in like manner the other and supplemen- 
tary angle in the same tangent plane, between the directions 
o f / a n d  --xr: since x r may be changed to --x I, without alter- 
ing essentially any one of the four last equations between ~',/, gt 
Those two rectangular and known directions of the tangents 
to the lines of  curvature at any point of an ellipsoid, which 
were obtained by the process of article 53, are theretbre ob- 
tained also by the process of the present article ; whieh con- 
ducts, by the help of the geometrical reasoning above indicated, 
to the following expression for the system of those two tan- 
gents a-, as the symbolical solution (in tile language of the pre- 
sent calculus) of any one of the four last equations (72.), .(75.): 

~-= t ' (u , '+  u~, ) ;  . . . . .  (76.) 
where t r is a scalar coefficient. 

The agreement of this symbolical result with that marked 
(62.) may be made evident by observing that the equations 
(68.) give 

/ = v - l V .  vJ; ~ I = y - l V . w ;  • (77.) 

so that if we establish, as we may, the relation 

t t '=  (Tv)-' ,  . . . . . .  (78.) 

between the arbitrary scalar coefficients t and t t, which enter 
into the formulae (62.) and (76.), those formulae will coincide 
with each other. And to show, without introducing geome- 
trical consideration% that (for example) the form (73.) of the 
recent condition relatively to r is symbolieally satisfied by the 
expression (76.), we may remark that this expression, when 
operated upon according to the general rules of this calculus, 
g~ves 

T~r'V'"r----+tIV"r~'t; TxI'S"q'=tr(--T'"~r--+S"txl); '~ (79.) 
T / , V .  ~.~t= trV./xl ; T/ .  S .  ~'xr= tl(S. ,txr ~ T . / x  I) ; .J  

and that therefore the two members of  (73.) do in fact receive, 
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On the Chemical History of Gun-Cotton and Xfloidine. 519 

in virtue of (76.), one common symbolical value, namely one 
or other of the two which are included in the ambiguous form 

V° Jl~tt 
S.,Ix, T_ T.,r~ I . . . . . . .  (80.) 

respecting which form it may not be useless to remark that 
the product of its two values is unity. 

[To be continued.] 

L X X V I .  Contributions to the Chemical History of Gun-Cotton 
and Xyloidine. By Mr. JOHN HALL GLADSTONE, of Uni- 
versity College, London*. 

A T the commencement of the present year, having perceived 
that considerable doubt rested on the ultimate composi- 

tion of gun-cotton, I undertook a series of experiments with 
a view to ascertain it, if  possible ; and during my investiga- 
tion my attention was drawn to varibus papers that appeared 
on the subject, where I found contradictory accounts, not 
only of the results of analysis, but also of the action of va- 
rious reputed solvents. The experiments detailed below, 
although they are far from exhausting-the subject, may serve 
to explain some of these anomalies, and to point out a few 
facts, which, as far as I have been able to learn, have not 
been hitherto noticed. 

The cotton employed was that used by jewellers, well- 
carded, perfectly white, and free from imperfections. An 
analysis of the substance by combustion with oxide of copper 
in a stream of oxygen yielded the following results : -  

Cotton employed . . . . .  3"16 grs. 
Carbonic acid produced.  . . 5"14 ... 
Water  produced . . . . .  2"06 ... 

These proportions a r e , -  
Carbon . . 44"37 
Hydrogen . . 7"24 
Oxygen .  . . 48"39 

100'00 
Lignine calculated from the formula C~a H2o O2o : -  

Carbon . . . 44"44 
Hydrogen . 6'17 
Oxygen.  49*39 

100'00 
The excess of hydrogen doubtless arises from moisture 

absorbed by the oxide of copper during the unavoidable delay 
in mixing it with the cotton. 

* Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read June 7, 
1847. 
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